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ABSTRACT 
We address the optimal control problem of a stochastic hybrid system Let (a, 3, P) de- 
note the underlying probability space The state of the hybrid system has two classes 
of components dscrete and continuous The hscrete components denoted by e( ) take 
values in a fimte set 8 = (1,2, , N}, where N is a posltive Integer The state space 
of the continuous component(s) X( ) is more involved For a = 1,2, , let S, be the 
closure of a connected open subset of some Euckdean space zd,, d, E N Let S = U z l S ,  
The continuous component(s) of the state variables takes value in S For a = 1,2, , 
let A,, C,, D, c S, be closed These are a prior1 speclfied sets denoting the follomng 
A, the set of autonomous jumps, C, the set of controlled jumps, D, the set of jump 
destinations Let A = UZ1A,, C = UzlC,, D = UglD, Let U and V be given compact 
metric spaces denotmg respectively the set of continuous and ducrete controls We are 
given the following maps For each a = 1,2, , b" S, x 8 x U -+ .Rd", the drift vector, a' 
S, x $ -+ eX4, the &flusion matru, G Sl x A x 8 x V -+ P(D), the regular condi- 
tlonal distribution describmg the conditional law of the jump destination for autonomous 
jumps, A1 x A x 8 x V --+ P(IR+), the regular conditional distribution describ- 
ing the condhonal law of the transition delay, Az x U ~ , ( C ,  x Q x D) + P(R+), 
the regular con&tional dstribution describing the con&tional law of the impulse delay, 
Alk S x U -+ 22, A = [AJk], J ,  k E 43, is a stochastic rate matrx, i e Sk 2 0, 3 # k, and 
hk = 0 Let X(0) = Xo and e(0) = eo be gwen S,- and 8- valued random variables 
respectively The state variable (X( ), e( )) evolves till a random tune q ( t o  be speufied 
shortly) according to 
where W (  ) is a standard  valued Wiener process independent of Xo, 80 u( ) is a U- 
valued %onanticipative" process The process u( ) is the continuous control Thus up to 
the random time 71 the process (X ( ), 8( )) is a switdung diffusion in the sense that it 
smtches from one &ffusion path to another as the discrete state I3( ) j m p s  from one state 
to another On the other hand I3( ) is a "controlled Markov cham" whose transition rate 
Alk depends on the continuous component 8 (  ) We now define two random times 71 and 
T; as follows < = mf{t > 0 I X(t) E A}, T; = id{t 2 0 I X(t) E C,) Let TI = ?-i A $ 
Then under certam assumptions, for a given nonanticlpative control u( ), (0 1) will adrmt 
a solution in an appropriate sense Let Ft = a(X(s ) ,  6(s), u(s), s 5 t )  Then 71 1s an Ft- 
stopping tune There is another Tt-stopping tune rl such that 
for g E Cb(S,) In other words, if X( ) h t s  A, before htting C, it has to jump to a 
state (X(rl)), the regular conditional law of whch is determmed by G, wl E V bang the 
control Input at tlvs first autonomous jump The regular con&tional law of the delay in 
tlvs mechamsm is deterrmned by A1 In case X( ) lvts C, before A, and the controller 
decldes to move the trajectory to (X(rl)) E D, then the regular condtional law of the 
delay in tlvs impulsive jump is deterrmned by A2 The system 1s frozen between the tames 
71 and rl From I'1 on the same mechmsm restarts from the state (X(r1), O(rl)) where 
8(rl)  = O(rl) Thus we have a sequence of pre-jump tunes (7,) and another sequence of 
post-jump times (rn) satisfying 0 = ro 5 TI < rl < 7-2 < r2 < c 00, such that on 
each interval 7,) with nonempty intenor, (X( ) ,8( )) evolves accordmg to (0 1) in 
some S, x 6 At the next pre-jump time, say rn+l, it jumps to some Dk accordmg to the 
mechammn described in (0 2), (0 3) 
Sutable assumptions are made on the maps G, Al, Az and the sets A,, C,, D, 
We now describe the optimal control problem We have three cost functions (1) the 
r m n g  cost q S x Q x U -+ a+, (11) the transition cost Q A x 8 x V + B+, (111) the 
impulsive cost cs ~,00=~(C, x Q x D) -+ E+ Sutable assumptions on the cost functions are 
made The planning horizon for the optimal control problem is mfirute and we consider 
the &scouted cost criterion for performance evaluation Let a! > 0 be the &scout factor 
The total &scouted cost is defined as 
where T = R+\( U E 1  [ ~ n ,  r.)) , (qn) (respectively (c,)) are the successive pre-jump hmes 
for autonomous (respectively mpulsive) jumps and 5; is the post-jump time for the nth 
impulsive jump Our objective is to rmnlrmze (0 4) over all continuous controls u( ), the 
dscrete controls {v,) exerased at the pre-jump times of autonomous jumps, the pre-jump 
tunes {cn) of impulsive jumps, and the correspondmg destination (X(cA)) The value 
function V(x, k) is defined by 
Under certan assumptions, we show the existence of an optimal control We then 
show that the value function V 1s the uruque solution in a eertam class to the followmg 
quasi-variational-inequalities On (x, k) E A x Q 
where 
Q A x Q x V + P ( D x B + )  
is a continuous map such that for (x, k, v) E A x 8 x V, the marginals of Q ( x ,  k, v) on D 
and R+ are G(x, k, z )  and Al(x, Ic, v) respectively For (x, k) E A" x Q, if 
then 
mm [L~V(X,  k) - aV(x, k) + cl (x, k, u) ] = 0, 
ucu (0 9) 
where, for a smtable d( , ), 
Luc$(x,k) = 
Lic$(z,k) = 
ap,(x,k) = 
Finally we prove the usual verification theorem of dynasvc ~~~~~~ng 
v 
